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Extron presents the ShareLink Pro 1000 Wireless and Wired Collaboration Gateway-- a
means for anyone to present content from PCs, tablets or smartphones to a display, with 4K
4096 × 2160 output (4:4:4 8 bit color) and wireless compatibility.

  

Unique features include WebShare, a technology able to display slide images on attendees'
personal devices via web browser, allowing students in a classroom or meeting room attendees
to capture presentations via tablet, phone or laptop. The ShareLink Pro 1000 is fully ADA
compliant, and compatible with existing TeamWork Show
Me cables  for
connectivity and user input selection and control for TeamWork collaboration systems. They
have dual gigabit ethernet, providing 2 high-speed data links for the segmentation of guest and
private networks.

      

ShareLink Pro supports simultaneous display of up to 4 devices, including an HDMI-connected
device, and the Pro 1000 dynamically updates the display layout as content is shared or
removed. The HDMI input supports wired connections from any source, and collaboration and
moderator modes facilitate both open and restrictive environments. Extron GVE - GlobalViewer
Enterprise software allows the management of multiple units across an enterprise or campus.

  

Unlike most BYOD boxes, the ShareLink Pro 1000 handles full-screen mirroring for all
devices , including Mac and Windows computers and laptops,
and Android and Apple tablets and smartphones. The welcome screen is fully customisable,
with multiple configuration options to assist users in connecting devices and sharing content. A
suite of security protocols ensures safe and protected collaboration, while centralised
management tools enable simultaneous configuration, firmware updates, management,
monitoring and control of multiple units from one location.
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The ShareLink Pro 1000 is available now.

  

Go Extron ShareLink Pro 1000
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https://www.extron.com/article/sharelinkpro1000ad?utm_source=rave-europe&amp;utm_medium=newsletter&amp;utm_campaign=sharelinkpro1000ns-190105

